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Abstract:  
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These linkages and alliances may be between big companies from both private and public sector, as well as small businesses that have been extended worldwide in an accelerated pace. This new type of companies “SMEs” with their specific characteristics need, such kind of cooperation to face the strong competitiveness and to benefit from the external economies, then to maintain a significant market part. In this context Algerian authorities work to implement efficient strategies to encourage clusters in the interest of SMEs in many fields. This paper is divided into three parts; the first one aims to give a theoretical base about the notion of “clusters”, the advantages of clusters, types of clusters, and the second part is about SMEs and how can they get benefits from clustering. The last part discusses the Algerian experience in adopting clusters strategies.  
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Introduction:

Companies face a strong competitiveness that characterizes the economic environment; however, the shape of this competitiveness has been changed due to many factors to shift from pure competitiveness, where each company works in isolation for its own benefits, to a new sort of competitiveness under a kind of cooperation between many companies and other economic actors, sharing local resources, using similar technologies, and forming linkages and alliances in a form of clusters.

These linkages and alliances may be between big companies from both private and public sector, as well as small businesses that have been extended worldwide in an accelerated pace. This new type of companies “SMEs”\(^1\) with their specific characteristics need, such kind of cooperation to face the strong competitiveness and to benefit from the external economies, then to maintain a significant market part.

This paper is divided into three parts; the first one aims to give a theoretical base about the notion of “clusters”, the advantages of clusters, types of clusters, and the second part is about SMEs and how can they get benefits from clustering. The last part discusses the Algerian experience in adopting clusters strategies.

I- Clusters: Definition, Types, Advantages and Financing

I-1 Definition of Clusters and some issues related with them:

I-1-1 Definition of Clusters:

Indeed, the notion of clusters is not a new one, but it’s changing as the approaches and importance of clusters are changing. So, there has been a variety of different definitions used when examining cluster. We can state some different definitions as follows:

- The most evident definition of cluster is that of Porter “A cluster is a geographically proximate group of interconnected companies and associated institutions in a specific field based on commonalities and complementary”\(^2\).
- Wikipedia (2011) defines business cluster as a geographic concentration of interconnected businesses, suppliers, and associated institutions in a particular field, for increasing the productivity with which companies can compete, nationally and globally\(^3\).

We find also the definition of BGI (Business Growth Initiatives) which sees cluster as a group of geographically linked firms generating external economies. Cluster includes firms in one or more core value chain, along with, the firms providing services to them. They also include

\(^1\) SMEs; Small and Medium Enterprises.
organizations such as trade associations, universities and vocational schools, financial institutions and local and national government agencies.

To sum up the above definitions, we can say that clusters are characterized by:

- A group of linked firms and associated institutions;
- They are linked geographically;
- There is a complementary cooperation between the elements of clusters;
- There is a particular and specific field in the cluster.

In this context, Porter identified in his **Diamond Model**, that clusters advance through four dimensions (as shown in the below diagram):

- Strong and sophisticated local demand;
- A local base of related and supporting industries exist in the local economy to support the export industry;
- Favorable factor (resource) conditions;
- Competitive climate driving firm productivity.

---


I-1-2 Issues related with clusters:

There are many general issues concerning the geography and scale of clusters that policymakers should take into consideration when assessing how cluster policies need a special tailoring to address issues facing their regional economies, these include:

- **Geography**: A cluster approach should consider such factors as: geographic size and proximity to other important regional economies;

- **Jurisdiction**: Jurisdictional issues affect assessments of regional economies as many regional economies are composed of multiple jurisdictions which possess their own sub-regional economies and public policy regimes;

---

* **Population**: Population size can be significant as it can determine the size of local labor forces and local consumer markets.

* **Sector size**: it is important-to measure or select clusters.

### I-2 Types of clusters:

Before speaking about the different types of clusters, we should mention the different ways by which a cluster is formed:

- The most famous way is that, companies access to a labor force with specialized skills, a desirable location, plentiful natural resources, a supportive business infrastructure, or cluster themselves and grow in a region\(^1\). On through face to face communication of business leaders to develop a cluster and create conditions that can aid in this process.

- Industry clusters differ from one another based on size, characteristics of the core or dominant sector, purchase sale linkages among firms, and extent of inter-firm cooperation and collaboration. In this context, the institute for information industry suggested in 2007 that industry cluster.

- Should be classified according to their characteristics, the purpose for which they were established, and the factors during their growth\(^2\). The table below shows the different types of industrial cluster, the characteristics of each one, their purposes, and the factors driving cluster growth:

### Table 1: Industry Cluster Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry cluster type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Factors driving cluster Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compound Industry Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Mature, hi-tech, single-region cluster</td>
<td>Achieving economies of scale and scope through the integration of multiple industries</td>
<td>Intra – industry linkage Cross – industry integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service – type Innovation Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Mature “soft technology”, single – region cluster</td>
<td>Growing the market through local brand development</td>
<td>Leveraging the advantages of being local Brand – based marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hi – tech</strong></td>
<td>Newly established, hi-tech, single –</td>
<td>Using standardized production process</td>
<td>Cost advantage shared infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative Local Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Newly established, “soft technology”, single – region cluster</td>
<td>Using the exchange of information to stimulate innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Information exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- learning mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- stimulus for innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mature Network Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Mature, hi-tech, cross-regional cluster</td>
<td>Building a global brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- global branding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- growing the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Network Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Mature, soft tech, cross-regional cluster</td>
<td>Building a global brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- global branding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- growing the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emerging Hi-tech Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Emerging, hi-tech, cross-regional cluster</td>
<td>Careful strategic positioning, cross-regional value chain integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology niche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative Network Cluster</strong></td>
<td>Emerging, soft technology, cross-regional cluster</td>
<td>Value-based positioning, cross-regional value chain integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unique innovation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Other factors such as: the level of the cluster development life-cycle, the extent of critical mass in the amount of companies, the intensity of the interconnections between the cluster members and other actor in the local area, the emergence of synergies in the cluster, may classify clusters into different types than what was cited above, as follows¹:

- **Living Clusters**: where companies possess the necessary level of local knowledge, specialized labor force and external economies, they have a high research-development and innovation potential and readiness.

- **Emerging Clusters**: they are characterized by: the lack of knowledge in most of the local companies, and trust the lack of interaction between companies and other actors.

- **Potential Clusters**: possess the basic elements and Factors to-create a successful cluster.

- **Clusters Governed by Polities**: where the central or regional government picks up a sector or industrial area to contribute to the cluster development process used the existing critical mass or existing knowledge as basis for that.

- **Dream Cluster**: in which the necessary critical mass and all other important elements are missing which are crucial preconditions to the organic development of a cluster.

---

¹ Marta Valgyine Nadabam, Op cit, P : 777.
I-3 Advantages of Clusters:

It is evident that companies that are grouped within a cluster can benefit from many services and opportunities than those which work in isolation, since their needs can be provided faster and in low costs.

In the following points we identify the different advantages of clusters that companies may get:

* Firms located within geographic clusters or geographic regions can gain superior access to knowledge which enables them to establish competitive advantage\(^1\), potential benefits.
* Increased competitiveness and innovativeness emerge from externalities of agglomeration and focalization economies which offer sector related firms easy access to collective resources and provide a stimulating mix of competition and collaboration, also from clusters favor systemic dynamics of learning and knowledge creation based on socially embedded vertical and horizontal linkages of co-locating firms and their interaction with education R & D and other organizations nearby\(^2\).

Furthermore\(^3\):

* Clustering strengthens localization economies to benefit from a great availability of specialized input suppliers and business services, a larger pool of trained, specialized workers, public infrastructure…
* Clustering facilitates industrial reorganization and enhances the flow of goods through the production system.
* Clustering encourages networking among firms then enhances their competitiveness and profitability through interfirm cooperation and collaboration.
* Clustering permits greater focusing of public resources.

---


Another positive impact of clustering is the creation of competitive advantage, as Porter clarified that can be in three ways⁴:

* By increasing the productivity of companies based in the cluster;
* By driving the direction and pace of innovation which underpins future productivity growth, and;
* By stimulating the formation of new business which expands and strengthens the clusters, forming a virtuous circle or positive feedback?

For benefiting from these advantages, it is necessary to develop other internal and external networks where:

- **Internal networks**: are defined as business co-operations or links among enterprises inside the cluster like: marketing, production, training for workers …
- **External networks**: are business and other forms of relation between enterprises inside the cluster and actors outside the cluster like: suppliers of inputs, providers of services … etc.

The figure below illustrates the different types of networks within a cluster.

---

To understand well the difference between networks and clusters, we should know the characteristics of both, as shown in the below table:

**Table 02: Clusters versus Networks characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Networks allow firms access to specialized services at lower costs</td>
<td>Clusters attract needs specialized services to a region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are based on contractual agreement</td>
<td>They’re based on social values that foster trust and encourage reciprocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They have restricted membership</td>
<td>They have open membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They make it easier for firms to make complex products</td>
<td>They generate demand for other firms with a variety of similar and related capacities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are based on cooperation</td>
<td>They take both cooperation and competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They have common business goals</td>
<td>They have collective visions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**1-4 Clusters financing types**

Cluster is like any business that requires management basics, however; the complexity of clusters, the variety of their types, and the different parts that are included in the clusters, all these features and others make clusters in need of an efficient management and more interest
concerning how to finance these clusters, since the main obstacle to initiate a cluster is its financing.

There are three different types of financing clusters as follows:

* **Open-ended public funding**: Initially, most of the relatively limited funding will come from a dedicated cluster development fund;

* **Temporary public funding**: Local actors will approach other external sources of funding, for instance, national or provincial R&D funds, national skills funds....

* **Public/private funding**

II- **SMEs and Clusters: Benefits and Experiences.**

SMEs are considered as a new pillar to create a strong economy due to their specific characteristics, however; the lack of resources and financial supports for them; make it difficult for them to grow under the domination of large companies.

This fact encourages the agglomeration of SMEs with other sectors to benefit from each other, and work within clusters for improving their efficiency and productivity and to be flexible as regards market, product, technology, management and organization, as well as to address their current problems related to their size, production process, marketing procurement of inputs, risks associated with demand fluctuations, and market information, and improve their competitive position.

In this section, we’ll discuss the different definitions of SMEs and their characteristics, then the necessity of clustering them and the potential advantages that can be brought from clustering.

**II-1 SMEs: Definition and Characteristics**

**II-1 -1 Definition**

Indeed, there is no agreement about one common definition of SMEs, it differentiates from country to another and from entity to another based on economic and social abilities of these countries and entities. So that we can find many criteria to classify this kind of enterprises.

For these reasons, we'll state the different definitions of SMEs based on some criterion, and before doing so we should mention that the term "small and medium sized enterprise" consists of two components: the first component "small and medium- sized" relates to the size of an entity while the second component "enterprise" relates to the economic nature of that entity. An enterprise, as defined by the European Commission( EC) in Article 1 of its

---

recommendation "definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises", may be understood as "any entity engaged in economic activity, irrespective of its legal form, as far as the size component is concerned, there is no single universal accepted definition of what constitutes the right numerically measurable size of a SME\(^1\).

**A- Quantitative Criteria:**

**A-1- Employees' number criterion:**

In fact, this is considered as the most useful criterion in defining SMEs. According to this criterion SME is one of the following:

- In the European Union, and according to the Commission Recommendation of May 6, 2003, an enterprise is regarded as small or medium if it has not more than 250 employees\(^2\).
- Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and International Finance Corporation (IFC) define small enterprises as those which have 50 employees.

**A-2- Sales criterion:**

Sales criterion is considered as one of the new and important criterion to assess the enterprises' performance as well as to classify them according to their size. It is also used to measure project's activity level and its competitiveness. According to the European Commission, SMEs are those enterprises that have annual sales not exceeding $ 67 million.

Small enterprises are defined as those enterprises that have annual sales or total assets that do not exceed $ 13 million, meanwhile, Micro enterprises are defined as those that have annual sales or total assets that do not exceed $ 3 million\(^3\). But economists see that this criterion can not reflect the enterprise's real performance because when prices increase sales also increase, so that economists often resort to adjust that through an index to clarify the real growth of sales, furthermore, sales are subjected a lot to seasonal fluctuations\(^4\).

**A-3- Capital criterion:**

This one is regarded as the most common criterion to determine enterprise size, because it represents enterprise's productivity capacity, it defers from one country to another and from

---


sector to another. Some Asian countries (such as: India, Philippines, Pakistan and South Korea) define SMEs as those enterprises that have capital between $35 and $200 thousand. However, in some developed countries, SMEs should have not less than $700 thousand\(^1\)

We should mention that most countries and international entities, in defining SMEs depend on two criteria (capital and employees number).

**B- Qualitative Criteria:**

**B-1- Juridical criterion:**

According to this criterion, SME’s include self-employed persons and family businesses engaged in craft or other activity.

**B-2- Managerial criterion:**

Small or Medium sized enterprises are those where the manager decides the short term strategic decisions and prepare the long-term decisions, which he presents to the board of owners. If the board of owners consists of private investors they decide in their interest, which usually is the maximization of their profit and thus the profit of the enterprise\(^2\). An enterprise can be considered as SME if it has at least two characteristics from the following\(^3\):

- Combination between ownership and management;
- Depending on auto financing;
- Small productivity capacity;
- Limited production field;
- Limited owners.

**II-1-2 -SMEs Characteristics:**

Small and medium sized enterprises (SME) exhibit many characteristics which distinguish them from larger companies. We can summarise these characteristics as the following\(^4\):

a. SMEs are characterised by the flexibility and the ability to adapt with the changing working conditions, and they are characterized also by the informal feature in dealing with customers or employees;

b. SMEs are considered as a center of self training and formation for both owners and employees which help them to have more information and knowledge;

---

\(^1\) Ibid, P: 320.


\(^4\) Ploesteanu, Mara Gabriela, Filip Alina, *Competitiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises- Key Factors for a Successful Economy*. Available at the address: [http://steecnomics.uaradea.ro](http://steecnomics.uaradea.ro).
c. SMEs have a high turnover of stocks which intended for sales, and that leads to raise the degree of their exploitation period;
d. Another characteristic of a SME concerns organizational differences in terms of structures, processes and responsibility. SMEs have management structures which differ from those of large companies by having less bureaucracy and flatter management structures;
e. Decision-making is less formalization and often rests with a small group of people, particularly in family-owned, decision-making processes are significantly influenced by the owner-manager and contingent on his personality.

II-2 Benefits of clusters for SMEs:

Cluster development methodology seeks to harness the competitive benefits from collaborative or joint action among business and SME’s operating in the same business or sector. It seeks also to increase competitiveness through the application of new technologies, pooling of information and resources…etc. Moreover, advantages that can be taken through clustering SMEs are as follows:

- They may take advantage of external economies as:
  - Presence of suppliers of raw materials, components, machinery and parts;
  - Presence of workers with sector-specific skills, and the presence of workshops that make or service the machinery and production tools;
- It becomes easier to buy the production, and to sell them to distant market;
- The services and facilities would be very costly for the providers if given to individual enterprises in dispersed locations;
- Getting collective efficiency;
- Close proximity facilitates the establishment of enterprises in the locality of industrial links without substantial transactions costs or difficulties;
- Clusters offer a useful and cost-effective entry point for agencies seeking to encourage responsible business practise by large numbers of SMEs;


* Working collaboratively within a cluster, businesses are able to take advantage of market opportunities that they could not achieve alone by addressing issues such as local capacity and infrastructure, regulation, and national reputation;
* Cluster approaches can reduce the pain barrier of cost and risk, and adapt international tools and standards for local contexts making it more attractive for individual business to take on responsible business practices and increasing uptake;
* Responsibility pressures provide an external challenge which catalyses collective action, dialogue, trust and capacity building within clusters, and with other linked organisations and sectors¹.

**Other advantages like²:**

* Absorb new ideas of production, management, marketing …etc.
* Integrate production processes and find good transacting partners;
* Ensure the collection of money.

The figure below shows the mechanism of clusters through which SME’s are working in a system of a socio-economic cooperation, where there is a connection between the different firms which have the same inputs (raw materials suppliers, and machinery suppliers..etc) and they are near from the same supporters like: financial institutions, service institutions, commercial service providers..etc, then they take the offered solution forward.

---

¹ SME Clusters and responsible competitiveness in Developing countries, AccountAbility with UNID, January 2006.
² Tetsushiki sonobe, The Advantage of Industrial Cluster for the SME Development, Foundation for Advanced studies an international development.
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The table below summarizes the advantages which may be brought through clustering SMEs as follows:

**Table3: SMEs Clusters’ Advantage explanation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 access knowledge and information resource and creation of knowledge</td>
<td>As a result of geographical proximity, communication between cluster members is strengthened and the exchange of knowledge and quick dissemination of new knowledge is intensified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 enhance competences and create competitive advantages</td>
<td>Encouraging learning and innovation consequently leads to the development of sustainable competitive advantages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 create synergies</td>
<td>As the sum of the components is of greater value than each individual company or institution, clusters create synergies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 lower production cost</td>
<td>Cluster members are able to reduce costs and to improve the level of service to their customers, even though transportation and communication costs decline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 enhancing organizational performance and innovation</td>
<td>The differentiation that evolves within firms in the cluster is likely to increase variety, which has been shown to enhance profitability, learning, and innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong> regional and national economic development</td>
<td>Cluster approach upgrades capabilities leading to the development of sustainable competitive advantages and to the stimulation of regional economic development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong> A pool of suppliers of raw material, equipment and specialized services</td>
<td>With clustering, firms achieve the economies of scale in the purchase of inputs, such as equipment, raw materials, finance, consulting services and etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong> A pool of specialized labor</td>
<td>Agglomeration of enterprises engaged in similar or related activities brings advantages such as a pool of specialized workers and easy access to suppliers of specialized inputs and services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9</strong> low-transaction costs</td>
<td>Inter-organizational trust is likely to enhance collective learning when it encourages the sharing and disclosure of organizational information and knowledge, and reduces transaction costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong> formation of local supporting institutions</td>
<td>The existence of a cluster also stimulates formation of local supporting institutions oriented towards satisfying specific needs of the cluster participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong> establish co-operative linkages between companies</td>
<td>Proximity helps to establish co-operative linkages between companies through enhancing mutual learning and knowledge creation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### III- SMEs clustering: Algerian experience

In this section, we discuss the efforts of Algerian economic authorities to adopt the strategy of clusters.¹

#### III-1 Algerian SMEs: Facts and Policies

The Algerian legislator defines SMEs as those ones which produce goods and/ or services whatever their juridical nature.

Thus, SME is characterized by the following²:

- employees should be between 1 and 250;
- Annual sales should not exceed 2 billion Dinars or total assets do not exceed 500 million Dinars;
- SMEs should have an autonomy.

The table below shows the different criteria used to define SEMs according to the Algerian legislator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 higher specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High concentrations of SMEs, both from the supply and demand sides as well as cluster support institutions, can contribute to high levels of specialization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

¹ All this part is inveted from the study which has been prepared by United Nations Organization for Industrial Development, for more details see: Pierre Paris, (2013), *Diffusion de la demarche cluster dans trois pays du Maghreb (Algeria, Maroc, Tunisie), Definition d’une boite à outils methodologique operationnelle*, ONU DI, Agence Française de Deveolppement, PP :15-16.

² Wanoughi Fatiha, *Forms of financing SMEs in islamic economies*, International Training Course about financing SMEs and developings their role in Maghreb economies, Setif University 25-26 Mai 2003. (Arbic vession).
### Table 04: SMEs types according to the Algerian legislator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Annual sales</th>
<th>Total assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro-entreprise</td>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>More than 20 million dinars</td>
<td>More than or equals to 10 million dinars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-entreprise</td>
<td>10-49</td>
<td>More than or equals to 200 million dinars</td>
<td>More than or equals to 100 million dinars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-entreprise</td>
<td>20-250</td>
<td>2 billion</td>
<td>100-500 million dinars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


SMEs represent 94% of the total of companies in Algeria, that employs almost 56% of the active population, and contribute in GDP by 48%.

The ministry of Industry, SMEs and Investment Promotion deploys a public policy which aims to:

- Confer to SMEs a role and a place in real economy, especially as an alternative to Hydrocarbon;
- Consolidate competitiveness of existent SMEs and stimulate the creation of new private initiatives, through fifty facilitation centers and nurseries;
- Strengthen the professional association and consular to serve and represent the interests of SMEs;
- Improve the immediate environment of SMEs through appropriate initiative measures, accompanying devices and supports.

This program provides for the period 2010-2014, 450 DZ billion in public investment, the creation of 200000 SMEs, and a sub-program of 386 DZ billion for upgraded 20000 SMEs.

In this context, the European Union has contributed in this policy by granting a financial support (100 Euros Million for the period 2002-2014) in order to reinforce SMEs to meet the exigencies of opening of the Algerian Market to the concurrence.

### III-2 Clusters Algerian Experience:

The notion of “Cluster” has been recently introduced in Algeria, and the reflection of this subject is a bit advanced. Since 1970, only the concepts of industrial area then activity area “SMEs” had been developed and implemented. We list in Algeria 72 industrial area, 400
activity area in which complementary relationship and cooperation between companies are less developed.

A cluster concept definition as a competitiveness factor was appeared in 2007 under the holding of the National foundation of industrial strategy organized by the ministry of industry. A study about the spatial development and the concept” ZIDI” (Integrated are of industrial development) realized by this ministry has developed many arguments to establish clusters.

In a practical plan, the ex-ministry of SMEs and of CRAFTS had supported from 2008 the development of LPS (localized productive system) in different craft industries.

The German cooperation resumed this demarche by supporting some clusters, especially in the following sectors: naval construction, dates, tomato, transportation services and logistic…etc, through its program of Sustainable Economic Development.

In order to encourage SMEs clustering, many programs have been initiated both in public and private sectors. We state in the next paragraph the most implemented experiences as follows:

✓ **Private initiatives:**

As mentioned before, cluster approach is less known in Algeria, However; some forms of grouping in private sector has been noticed, such as:

- In agro-food sector, it has been listed a spontaneous initiatives of cooperation between operators of the same production field, with an institutional support of Agriculture Ministry or Agriculture Development Agency;

- Some industrial leaders, especially in sectors of: milk, tomato industry, and cereals, play an integrator role providing supports and assistance to farmers( formation and advices about: rearing, preservation, milking..ect), in order to improve the returns and the high quality of agricultural production;

- In mechanical engineering, some big manufacturers show their interest to support the development of a tissue of a specialized subcontracting. These interests should be reinforced in the context of partnership projects discussed actually with international firms.

✓ **Public policies:**

Ministry of Industry, SMEs and investment promotion especially through its SMEs direction, is interested in the cluster demarche in enterprise competitiveness promotion. In this context, action have been initiated particularly in:

- Creation in collaboration with local authorities of an “ Enterprise House” in Oran as a facilitation instrument and incubation for SMEs;

- Ongoing creation of a local productive system in linkage with research sector and universities;
- Supporting the national program of the upgraded the professional associations for allowing them to foster and promote the coordination and cooperation between local operators;
- In CIT domain, the cluster demarche seems more assimilated by the National Agency of Technological Parks Promotion and Development which supports the creation of net projects and puts to their disposal the means of its technological park for grouping and animating companies to a strong potential innovation;
- Policy of the Agriculture and Rural Development ministry focus on grouping farmers and argo-industry operators, research institutions and universities. At the same time, this ministry has established of interprofessional council and committee in some domains like: milk, dates, olive oil..etc.

**Conclusion:**

The strong competitiveness that characterizes the economic world imposes a new sort of relationship between companies that are working in the same area, through which they can work nearby together, benefiting from the same opportunities and resources, meanwhile making linkages and networks.

This new diagram shaping the new relationship between companies is called” CLUSTERS” – it enables them to benefit from the different resources offered by the required sectors in the industry- it is more important for SMEs to promote their competitive position. In this context, Algerian economic authorities are working to adopt efficient strategies for encouraging clusters to allow SMEs to benefit from the required inputs and innovation fields through:

- Supporting SMEs clustering by offering financial supports, technical assistance, coaching, accompagnement …etc;
- Improving the juridical framework of clusters;
- Adopting real strategies of linkage between the different economic actors to improve SMEs performance ( enhancing and strengthening links with universities, research institutions and laboratories in favor of SMEs..etc).
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